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Introduction

Obscure gastrointestinal bleeding (OGIB) is characterized 
by continuous or recurrent bleeding originating in the 
gastrointestinal (GI) tract after both upper and lower 
endoscopies yield no evidence of  a source.[1,2] This can be 
further specified as obscure overt bleeding in which patients 
show clinical signs of  active bleeding (e.g. hematochezia, 
hematemesis, and/or melena) or obscure occult bleeding which 
entails a patient testing positive on a fecal occult blood test 
(FOBT) or having refractory iron-deficient anemia.[1-4] Overall, 
OGIB makes up for 5% of  all reported GI bleed cases.[1,2,5]

The search for causes of  OGIB are usually centered around 
visualizing the small bowel, even though in some cases, 

the actual cause may be from missed lesions in the upper 
or lower GI tract during previous evaluation. Repeating an 
esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD) or colonoscopy for 
these missed lesions is an important step in evaluating OGIB. 
In the past decade, however, the technology to visualize the 
small bowel has advanced greatly, and previous methods are 
usually only used on a case-by-case basis. Moreover, small 
bowel endoscopic imaging has replaced, in many instances, 
prior radiographic evaluation for obscure GI bleeding.[1] These 
new modalities, such as small bowel capsule endoscopy (CE), 
balloon-assisted deep enteroscopy [double balloon enteroscopy 
(DBE) and single balloon enteroscopy (SBE)], and overtube-
assisted deep enteroscopy (spiral enteroscopy), are paving 
the way toward more accurately identifying and treating 
patients with OGIB. We will review the diagnostic modalities 
available in evaluating a patient with OGIB and also propose 
management based on clinical and endoscopic findings.

Small Bowel Radiographic Imaging

Small bowel series/small bowel enteroclysis/CT 
and MRI enterography
In recent years, small bowel series (SBS) and conventional 
enteroclysis have become less of  broad-spectrum diagnostic 
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tools in OGIB.[6] However, SBS may be useful in selected 
patients with known or suspected Crohn’s or nonsteroidal 
anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) ulcers.[6,7] SBS is a procedure 
in which the patient is provided a large quantity of  positive 
contrast orally and then X-ray images of  the patient are taken 
as the contrast moves through the small bowel. Enteroclysis, on 
the other hand, employs the use of  a tube that is put through 
the nose into the proximal duodenum through which barium, 
methylcellulose, and air are injected.[2] This method takes 
fluoroscopic images in real time as the barium flows through 
the small intestine aided by air and methylcellulose.

One of  the reasons that these imaging techniques are falling 
out of  use is the extremely low diagnostic yield of  the two (0–
5.6% for SBS and 8% for enteroclysis following negative push 
enteroscopy (PE).[2] Another major flaw of  these radiographic 
studies is the inability to detect angioectasias, which are the 
most common cause of  bleeding in the small bowel.[7,8] These 
two modalities are quickly being replaced by computed 
tomography (CT) enterography/enteroclysis protocols, both 
of  which offer higher diagnostic yields, but remain in use due 
to their easy accessibility.[6,9]

CT enterography involves the ingestion of  a neutral contrast 
solution, such as polyethelene glycol, which also distends 
the bowel.[10] In a similar fashion, CT enteroclysis introduces 
contrast into the small bowel via a nasojejunal tube. Glucagon, 
an antispasmolytic agent, is often administered to reduce 
bowel peristalsis and increase distension.[10] Additionally, 
each procedure requires bowel preparation with a low-residue 
diet, fluids, and cathartic agent.[11] Subsequently, the patient 
undergoes multiphase CT scanning, such as arterial, enteric, 
and delayed phases. Arterial phase scans are most useful for 
demonstrating vascular lesions, while the enteric phase is better 
at evaluating neoplastic lesions.[10,12] Active bleeding is best seen 
on delayed phase as luminal contrast extravasation. Advantages 
of  this technique are the short scan time, non-invasive nature 
(enteroclysis is slightly more invasive), and ready accessibility 
in a wide range of  centers. However, both these procedures 
have the disadvantage of  exposing the patient to relatively 
high amounts of  radiation, although biphasic or single-phase 
imaging protocols may be used, especially in young patients.
[13] Nevertheless, most patients are older and the bleeding is 
usually more life threatening than the dose of  radiation.

A recent study demonstrated that by using a bolus-tracking, 
multiphase 64-section CT enterography imaging protocol, 
vascular lesions, such as angiodysplasias of  the small bowel, 
that can be a source for obscure GI bleeding were detected 
in a group of  outpatients being evaluated.[10,12] In this 
retrospective study, 22 outpatients with OGIB underwent CT 
enterography and findings were compared with capsule and 
traditional endoscopic, surgical, and angiographic findings. 
CT enterography demonstrated a positive source of  obscure 
GI bleeding in 10 of  22 patients (45%). Eight of  10 positive 
findings demonstrated at CT enterography were also noted 

on small bowel CE. Furthermore, CT enterography correctly 
identified three lesions undetected at small bowel CE. Several 
studies have evaluated the relative diagnostic yields of  CT 
enterography and CE with a wide range of  reported values 
(34–66% and 33–78%, respectively), but each seems to agree 
that CE is superior for detection of  shallow mucosal lesions 
and certain vascular lesions, while CT may be more effective at 
demonstrating bowel neoplasms.[10,12,13-15] Additionally, CT may 
provide anatomic localization for lesions to aid with surgical 
planning. This suggests that CT enterography and CE may play 
complementary roles in the diagnosis of  obscure GI bleeding.

Similar to CT enterography and CT enteroclysis, magnetic 
resonance (MR) techniques have been developed which parallel 
those protocols. These sequences also primarily depend on 
adequate bowel distention with oral contrast agents, which may 
be negative, positive, or biphasic.[16] One unique capability is the 
demonstration of  bowel function using dynamic MR imaging 
to create a cine clip of  bowel peristalsis. MR enterography and 
MR enteroclysis are primarily studied in the realm of  Crohn’s 
disease, but emerging data suggest a role in the investigation 
of  obscure GI bleeding, particularly when small bowel 
neoplasm is suspected. There are limited data on diagnostic 
yield for obscure GI bleeding, with one study suggesting lower 
sensitivity than CT techniques.[17] This is likely related to the 
lower spatial and temporal resolution of  MR enterography 
compared to CT enterography at this time.[18] However, this 
may change with future advances in MR imaging.

Bleeding scan/angiography
Bleeding scans involve the tagging of autologous erythrocytes 
with the metastable isotope of technetium-99m (99mTc) and then 
reinjecting the cells into the patient.[19] The body is then imaged 
with a gamma camera to examine whether these tagged cells are 
being deposited into the GI tract via a bleed. Such procedures can 
detect both arterial and venous bleeding and are minimally invasive 
to the patient.[6] An advantage of this technique is the ability to 
detect blood flow rates as low as 0.04 ml/min, meaning that even 
small lesions will not be overlooked.[20] On the contrary, the overall 
effectiveness of these scans to localize a site of bleeding has been 
reported to be less.[19] The statistical data that shows this clearly is 
the fact that it has a 22% false-positive rate, which makes it hard to 
consider as a powerful diagnostic tool.[40] In clinical use, tagged RBC 
scans are primarily used in the diagnosis of acute, overt bleeding for 
the purpose of guiding surgical and/or angiographic treatment.[22]  
Additionally, 99mTc pertechnetate scans can be helpful for the 
diagnosis of ectopic gastric mucosa in a Meckel’s diverticulum, 
particularly in the pediatric population.[22]

Angiography allows for the accurate localization of bleeding if the 
rate is above 0.5 ml/min.[23] Not only can bleeding sites be found 
directly through the injected contrast, but through interpreting 
different vascular patterns, other lesions such as angioectasias and 
tumors can also be identified.[6] After identification of such issues, a 
great advantage of this modality is the ability to directly treat the issues 
through embolization.[1] In contrast to bleeding scans, angiography 
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is an invasive procedure used primarily in the setting of acute overt 
bleeding, when endoscopic techniques may be limited due to blood 
or when other diagnostic modalities have been exhausted.

Small Bowel Endoscopic Imaging

Small bowel CE
Throughout the history of  endoscopy, the challenge of  finding 
a non-invasive technology to visualize the entire small intestine 
proved to be quite elusive. In the past decade, wireless CE 
became the answer to this lingering question [Figure 1]. This 
revolutionary technology provides a safe and sensitive method 
for managing patients with OGIB (66% of  CE is used for 
this) and other issues in the small bowel.[24] It was originally 
approved in 2000, and since then, there have been many studies 
to test its efficacy, diagnostic capabilities, and overall quality 
as an endoscopic tool. Many studies have shown that the 
diagnostic capability of  CE with respect to OGIB is 60.5%[6] 
and it is more effective with overt bleeding versus obscure 
occult bleeding.[6,25,26] The most common diagnosis made 
with CE is angiodysplasia (50%), followed by ulcers (26.8%) 
[Figure 2] and neoplastic lesions (8.8%) [Figure 3].[24] It was 
also noted the diagnostic yield of  CE was highest when done 
within 2 weeks of  a bleeding episode.[27,28]

Many studies have shown that CE is far superior to PE and 
radiographic imaging. A meta-analysis of 14 studies showed that 
the detection yield for CE was 63%, which is far greater than that of  
both PE and radiographic studies (26% and 8%, respectively).[7,29]  
Another study comparing CE to upper GI series with small 
bowel follow-through indicated 45% diagnostic yield for CE, 
while the radiographic imaging trailed with only a 20% yield.[30] 
The same study also reported that CE was much more sensitive 
for OGIB than barium studies (31 vs. 5%, respectively). There is, 
however, a distinct advantage of  using CE before PE; patients 
who followed this track reduced their need for PE to 25%.[31]

Another important use of  CE is in the diagnosis of  patients 
with suspected Crohn’s disease. If  a patient already has 
active Crohn’s, CE can show how they are responding to 
the therapy regimen they have been put on.[32] CE has been 
shown to have a detection rate of  about 55% in those who are 
suspected to have the disease.[33] This value is comparable to 
the yield for colonoscopy (48%) and much better than those 
of  radiography, PE, and CT enterography/enteroclysis (22%, 
8%, and 31%, respectively).[34] With such strong evidence, it 
is clear that CE, although a new modality, is on the rise as 
a powerful diagnostic tool for Crohn’s disease. CE can also 
be used to monitor response to therapy, especially mucosal 
healing in Crohn’s disease.

Limitations of  CE include the inability to provide direct 
therapy, inability to localize a lesion in the small intestine, 
erratic passage of  the capsule through the small bowel resulting 
in missed lesions, and also, it is not recommended for use in 
patients with pacemakers.[35] Despite initial concerns regarding 

Figure 1: Image of small bowel capsule endoscope – PillCAM (Image 
courtesy of Given Imaging Ltd; PillCAM and RAPID are trademarks 
of Given Imaging Ltd)

Figure 2: Small bowel capsule image of NSAID-induced ulcers in 
a 44-year-old female patient undergoing capsule endoscopy exam, 
after negative upper endoscopy and colonoscopy, for obscure overt 
GI bleeding

Figure 3: Small bowel capsule image of an ulcerated submucosal lesion 
detected in a 63-year-old male patient undergoing small bowel capsule 
endoscopy for obscure, overt GI bleeding. This lesion, localized in the 
region of the proximal ileum, was removed surgically and diagnosed 
as an ileal gastrointestinal stromal tumor (GIST)
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the safety of  capsule enteroscopy in those with pacemakers 
and defibrillators, there is growing evidence that it is safe to 
perform capsule enteroscopy in the presence of  these devices.[36]

However, the primary concern while using CE is the risk of  
retaining a capsule. This may be caused by strictures, NSAID 
use, or previous abdominal surgeries.[1] Katsinelos et al., found 
in a study that only 2/101 patients (1.98%) retained capsules 
due to neoplasms and required surgical intervention to remove 
both the capsule and neoplasm.[37] Surprisingly, an abdominal 
CT with small bowel follow-through was performed prior to CE, 
which did not indicate these complications. Up to this point, 
there have been over 1 million capsules swallowed worldwide 
and no deaths have been attributed to the capsule itself.[32] If  
there is a clinical concern for capsule retention, one could try the 
agile capsule for checking the patency of the intestinal lumen.[38]

There were also initial concerns that use of small bowel capsule 
endoscope may be relatively contraindicated in pediatric patients, 
patients with dysphagia, or patients with prior altered surgical 
anatomy. Since the development of a capsule endoscope delivery 
device, we and others have demonstrated that endoscopic 

placement of the small bowel PillCAM capsule endoscope can be 
safely and successfully performed with deployment directly into 
the small bowel. In most cases, complete small intestinal imaging 
is achieved and this allows for successful completion of the exam 
in patients in whom otherwise the procedure would have been 
contraindicated or is technically challenging[39] [Figure 4a-c].

Push enteroscopy
Push enteroscopy (PE) is a type of  deep enteroscopy that 
does not involve the use of  a balloon overtube. This modality 
has the ability to diagnose a cause and provide therapeutic 
intervention for OGIB, but only to about 50–150 cm distal to 
the ligament of  Treitz.[3] The diagnostic yield of  this procedure 
is only a modest 24–56%,[2] but it is still an integral part of  
patient care in the setting of  OGIB. This is especially the case 
in hospitals that do not have access to the more sophisticated 
DBE technology.[1] Gómez Rodríguez et al., reported that 
121/355 (34%) patients who had PE were found to have 
endoscopic lesions. However, only 6% of  these lesions were 
within the reach of  an EGD scope.[40] This shows the great 
importance of  PE in cases where a simple EGD would have 
missed many lesions distal to the duodenum.

Figure 4: (a) Image of advance delivery device demonstrating the technique of capsule deployment and (b and c) image of the actual capsule 
deployment in the second portion of the duodenum. This capsule delivery device can be used in cases where problems with swallowing (i.e. 
in pediatric patients or in patients with dysphagia) may be encountered or in cases of altered surgical anatomy where delivery into the correct 
intestinal limb is required (image courtesy of (a) US Endoscopy, Mentor, OH, USA)

a b

c
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Intraoperative enteroscopy
The modality that was employed in many cases of  OGIB 
was intraoperative enteroscopy (IOE) before many of  the 
technologies available today. This technique involves gaining 
access to the abdomen via a laparotomy. Once this is completed, 
an enterotomy is created to allow passage of  the scope directly 
into the small bowel. This procedure can also be done transorally 
or anally, which avoids the need for an enterotomy. On the 
contrary, this approach is noted to be time consuming and not 
as likely to achieve total visualization of  the small bowel.[41]

IOE has quite a high diagnostic rate, which is between 60 and 
88% for all IOEs performed.[42] This range increases significantly 
(83–100%) if  the IOE is being performed after a PE fails to 
localize a site of  bleeding in a patient.[43] In one study, it was 
found that of 44 patients, 31 (70%) had specific lesions visualized 
during IOE that were treated during the procedure. Nonetheless, 
the same study went on to show that the effectiveness of  therapy 
in preventing re-bleeding was only 41%.[44]

The role of  IOE today is highly selective due to the high 
morbidity and mortality rates of the procedure compared to other 
modalities for diagnosing OGIB. Morbidities can include serosal 
tears, congestive heart failure, and avulsion, to name a few.[45] In 
spite of this, it can still be a valuable resource when other methods 
such as DBE, CE, and radiographic imaging cannot be carried 
out in a safe manner to the patient or there are contraindicative 
or inconclusive studies from the other techniques.[41,46]

Balloon-assisted deep enteroscopy
The newest addition to the various modalities of endoscopy field 
has been the release of the deep “balloon-assisted” enteroscopes. 
At the forefront of these new technologies are the double balloon 
enteroscope™ (Fujinon Inc.) [Figure 5], which has been available 
for use since 2003, and the single balloon enteroscope™ (Olympus 
Inc.) [Figure 6] available since 2007.[3] These revolutionary 
enteroscopes allow for the visualization of the small bowel through 
the use of an overtube and balloons to grip the small intestine and 

advance the scope. Each scope is 200 cm long and has the ability 
to fully inspect the duodenum, jejunum, and proximal ileum in 
most cases. Most clinical trials provide data on DBE, but there are 
only a few select studies that reveal the many technical differences 
between SBE and DBE, such as procedure time and the rate of  
total enteroscopy. However, the diagnostic and therapeutic value of  
these two modalities is still under much scrutiny and only over time 
can it be clearlys seen which of these two techniques is of better 
overall quality. One study has found the total enteroscopy rate to be 
three times greater in DBE than in SBE,[47] while another one has 
reported the rate to be only about 1.5 times greater.[3] Another study 
claims the two modalities have similar therapeutic value despite 
the different rates of total enteroscopy.[48,49] This discrepancy will 
only be resolved when more of these procedures are done across 
the globe and more data are collected from these hospitals.

One of  the main advantages of  DBE over CE is the ability 
to take biopsies and provide therapeutic intervention [Figure 
7a and b]. Using DBE alone, a diagnosis was made 43–80% 
of  the time and therapy was performed slightly less, being 
offered to 18–55% of  patients.[50,51] In spite of  this, the use of  
CE to localize lesions in the small bowel and target them for 
DBE shows the intimate relation these two modalities have in 
diagnosing and treating those with OGIB [Figure 8a and b].

Double balloon endoscopy is extremely labor-intensive with 
an average procedure time ranging from 73 to 123 min.[50,51] 
This leads to the fact that DBE has quite a steep learning curve 
requiring endoscopists to complete at least 10 procedures before 
seeing a decrease in examination time.[52] Another important 
aspect to consider is the rate of  full enteroscopy using both 
anterograde and retrograde examination. The rates of completion 
varied widely between regions, being 70–86% in Japan while 
only 4–45% reported complete enteroscopy in Europe and the 
United States.[3] There are many variables that account for this 
discrepancy, such as patient obesity, skill of the endoscopist, and 
inability to perform a retrograde examination due to poor colon 
preparation. Other limiting factors of DBE include the use of  

Figure 5: Image of double balloon enteroscope (image provided by 
FUJIFILM Medical Systems, USA Inc., Endoscopy Division)

Figure 6: Image of single balloon enteroscope (image courtesy 
OLYMPUS America, Inc.)
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general anesthesia and the exclusivity of the technology to certain 
hospitals.[1] Complications with DBE are very rare and occur in 
less than 1% of patients.[53] They usually occur when therapeutic 
action is taken versus diagnostic (4.3% against 0.8%, respectively, 
out of 2362 procedures) or the patient has altered surgical anatomy 
such as an anastomosis.[54] The most common complications are 
pancreatitis, bleeding, perforation, and aspiration pneumonia.[55]

Spiral enteroscopy
Spiral enteroscopy is another technique of  deep enteroscopy. 
It involves use of  an overtube which has grooves, and by 
rotating the overtube, it pleats the small bowel. The endoscopy 
can thus be advanced and one can achieve deep intubation 
of  the small bowel. Spiral enteroscopy (Spirus Medical, Inc., 
Stoughton, MA, USA) has been used for management of  
small bowel bleeding and performing other diagnostic and 
therapeutic procedures. The advantage of  the system is the 
rapid deep intubation, thus reducing the procedure time. The 
main disadvantages are the requirement of  two operators – one 
to rotate the overtube and the other to advance the tube. Also, 

in a recent prospective cross-over trial, it was noted that the 
depth of  small bowel intubation with spiral enteroscopy was 
shorter than DBE.[56]

Management of - Obscure GI Bleeding

There are many different approaches to patient care in the 
setting of  OGIB. Physicians have at their disposal a plethora 
of  diagnostic modalities to use, such as CE, DBE, PE, 
radiographic/nuclear studies, and even surgical intervention. 
Based on each specific patient, a specific path can be paved to 
achieve a promising diagnosis and effective therapeutic care can 
be offered from that point.[49] Here, we provide an algorithm for 
the assessment and management of  OGIB based on whether a 
patient presents with occult or overt bleeding [Figure 9].[1,10,19,57,58]

In the case of occult bleeding, many patients are given iron therapy 
and transfusions as an initial treatment in the presence of iron-
deficiency anemia. For overt bleeding, the first thing to check is 
whether a patient is actively bleeding. If iron treatment does not 

Figure 7: (a, b) Double balloon enteroscopy image of therapy of small bowel arteriovenous malformations (AVMS) seen in the mid/distal jejunum. 
Therapy performed with argon plasma coagulation

Figure 8: (a, b) Retrograde double balloon enteroscopy performed to evaluate OGIB in a 58-year-old male patient, which diagnosed an ulcerated, 
inflamed, 1.5 cm pedunculated mid-ileal polyp. This was removed with snare polypectomy and retrieved. The final pathology was c/w benign, 
ulcerated inflammatory polyp

a b

ba
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work or there is no active bleeding, a very common and simple 
procedure to fall back to is repeating a colonoscopy/EGD (as 
suggested by our algorithm). While many times this may seem 
unlikely to yield a cause of bleeding, it is a good way to rule out 
the possibility of missed lesions due to poor preparation or other 
complications during the initial procedure.[1]

From a purely cost-effective standpoint, proceeding with DBE 
as the first line of  diagnosis is suggested.[7] This is especially 
the case in high-volume centers where the cost of  DBE is 
significantly lower compared to smaller clinics.[59] However, 
since CE is usually more tolerable and has the ability to visualize 
the entire small bowel, it is usually done first before putting a 
patient through DBE which is a higher-risk and more invasive 
procedure.[60] In most cases, if  a lesion is detected by CE in the 
mid to distal small bowel, a DBE is required to provide therapy, 
which is why DBE and CE are thought to be complementary 
procedures in the investigation of  obscure GI bleeding and 
helping to direct therapy [Figure 10a-c].[61] Where CE can usually 
achieve full enteroscopy 83.6% of the time, it cannot provide 
biopsies or therapy.[24] On the other hand, DBE can treat lesions 
directly, but the rate of  total enteroscopy is much lower than 
that of  CE; so, there is the chance that lesions can be missed.

Although DBE and CE seem to be able to combat most OGIB 
causes, the use of  other techniques such as IOE and PE should 
not be overlooked. Lopez et al., found in a study that 14/16 
(88%) patients were successfully diagnosed using IOE.[62] 
This technique is invaluable when a patient has gone through 
countless procedures and there is still no definitive answer 
to bleeding.[63] Push enteroscopy is much more varied in its 
diagnostic yield, ranging from 38 to 75% in several studies.[57]  
While the range may be wide, this procedure is much less 
invasive than IOE and is also viable for centers that cannot 
afford or have no access to DBE.

Conclusion

Over the course of  the past decade, several modalities have 
been added to the arsenal of  gastroenterologists as they 
continue to combat OGIB. Both CE and balloon-assisted 
deep enteroscopy have opened a whole new realm of  
diagnosis and management of  OGIB that was not possible 
before. Nevertheless, all previous technologies are still 
viable options in diagnostic and therapeutic regimens for 
patients because each harbors a unique set of  advantages 
and disadvantages. As endoscopists and GI radiologists 

Figure 9: Management algorithm for obscure GI bleeding based on the International Conference on Capsule Endoscopy (ICCE) consensus 
guidelines and other recommendations in the published literature[1,38,47,48,63]
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become proficient with these new techniques, they will 
integrate them with one another and with such a multitude 
of  diagnostic tools. So, hopefully the elusive causes of  OGIB 
will no longer be a mystery to the medical community and 
patients alike.
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